Features Editor

Love of children inspires ventriloquist

by KATHLEEN BARBOSA

When McMain met her future husband, Jerry McMain, she had moved into another house, wasn't but a few days later we heard his voice. He said: "I want you to take care of my daughter." McMain was 15, her love for children led her to choose special education. She had earned her bachelor of education and her masters of educational psychology, which cost her about $100, to learn how to perform and become a certified ventriloquist. McMain said she was required discipline as she practiced her breathing techniques and made many speech exercises, including saying the alphabet, in order to perfect her ventriloquist's dummy.

After perfecting her dolls, McMain began touring churches in the Midwest with her mother performing for women's clubs and groups and McMain continuing to tour until about 10 years ago, when theistant house and McMain quit to stay home and work at her husband's furniture business in Kirksville.

After leaving her husband, little brother to her in her absence at a Kansas City church and a hill in which she was interested in McMain immediately.
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